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Companion 8 inch band saw blade

I visit the Help section or contact me as a hobby woodworker, and I rarely use band saws much except for small cuts here and there. I used to get my band Top Blade in a big box shop, but it was years since I bought one, because my last one lasted for years. When I needed another one, my local big box store no longer reconsidered my size, so I thought why, not try Amazon. I
was delighted to see three packs 1/2 wide, which I longed for a long time. Anyone who knows how to properly set up a bandtop for a new blade will take some time to dial in the guide, rear bearings, etc., so you can get the correct cut. After doing so, I was very pleased with the saw blade performance. A few weeks later, as I was making a relatively straight cut on some 1/2
plywood, the blade broke, right into the weld. After a few choice words, I was able to quickly change the blade, and I was relieved I could because I had a 3 pack. I was very surprised because my teeth still seem new, and even I was able to cut the tree by dragging the knife into the tree with my hands. Well, the second broke yesterday, again in welding. I literally 1/2plywood. So I
cut a straight cut with a hole.... I am here, looking for another replacement blade for my band saw. I have no doubt that I will need one soon, to my confidence level of my third, finally, the band top blade in this 3 pack is very low. 03/13/2012 - Arrives at Nova Labs Shipping: USA, Canada, United Kingdom, Denmark, Romania, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary,
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Google Sponsor Google Sponsor 02-15-2009, 9:28 a.m. #2. Jim; To answer the question - no. Not just something but thinking about it. You can work with an 8 band saw and the size is very limited in stock. With 8 offning you will have a lot of instances of top bodies being disturbed when you cut curved pieces. Another disadvantage of small band saws is that blade wraps tend to
be very difficult for blade welding due to sharp bends due to the abundance of tires. If you try to make a purchasing decision, you can weigh a few things. Gary 02-15-2009, 9:55 a.m. #3 real small band saws use very thin blades to help welding get around these little wheels. Advertising ID: 1108174774150281 View: 1105 Price: Companion 8 inch band top looked in excellent
condition. This is the original Sears product that our uncle bought and used to make Christmas tree stuff, and it's past us. The band top is blue. This model has a vacuum exhaust bag attached to the unit base. Works well. Thank you for looking for 120v-60Hz, 2.2A, 3900 FPM. Looking.
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